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CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST 

130K++ 

Fresh fruits juice or fresh fruits platter or fruits salad yogurt 

Apple bicher muesli or selection of cereal 

Bread basket Condiment with homemade jam and butter 

Choice of your pancake filling with Banana, jack fruits or strawberry 

 

 
 

AMERICAN BREAKFAST 

140K++ 

Fresh fruits juice or fresh fruits platter or fresh fruits salad yogurt 

Bread basket condiment with homemade jam and butter 

Egg choices : scrambled, omelette, poach eggs , egg benedicts, boiled eggs or Fried 

eggs served with ham, bacon, sausage, mushroom, potato and tomatoes  

 

 

ALENA HEALTHY BREAKFAST 

135K++ 

Green smoothie or coconut lemon grass juice 

Green garden salad or Healthy fruits salad 

Fresh bake bread basket  condiment with homemade jam and butter 

White scrambles salmon with ratatouille or white egg omelet with tomato compote 
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INDONESIAN BREAKFAST 

120K++ 

 

Fresh fruits juice or fresh fruits platter or fresh fruist salad yogurt 

 

MIE GORENG 

Stirred fried egg noodles with chicken and local vegetables garnish with 

Egg ribbon and crackers 

Or 

NASI GORENG 

Indonesian fried rice with chicken, local vegetables garnish with 

Egg ribbon and crackers 

 

DADAR GULUNG 

Wrapped caramelized sliced fruits with egg crepe served  

 With palm sugar sauce and grated coconut 
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EXPERIENCE BREAKFAST 

130K++ 

 

LOLOH KUNYIT 

Turmeric herb juice served with soft boiled egg kampoeng 

 

TAMARILO REBUS 

Balinese ripe jack fruit compote with tamarillo and orange juice 

 

LONTONG SAYUR 

Rice pandan cake, with chicken curry sauce, vegetable urab, fern, edamame and   

Bean sprout, boiled egg, sweet crispy grated coconut,  

And spinach cracker  

 

BANANA MARTABAK 

Pan fried wrapped slice banana in spring roll skin and served with 

 Palm sugar sauce, strawberry and jack fruit and fried peanut 

 

 

 

 

 


